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General 

The Plan raises the general point as to whether development should be based on Market 

Towns or more scattered- with more housing development in villages and business and 

commercial development along the A303. Somerton TCs view is that expanding the Market 

Towns is preferable to a scatter as it preserves more of the countryside and is more 

sustainable. The ruination of the A303 with billboards and factories would be a particularly 

unwelcome change.  

Therefore Somerton TC accepts the logic of the alternative view that there should be further 

growth in Somerton of both housing and employment development. If also applied in other 

market towns this would be more sustainable and less damaging to the surrounding 

countryside.  

The Plan shows 474 homes either already built  ( 108 ) or with planning permission ( 336) . 

The excess of 100 over the previous plan is downplayed in the report. Somerton Options for 

housing amount to a further 335 by 2034. The existing developments totaling 474 have goven 

rise to well justified concerns about infrastructure. There is even more concern about the extra 

335. Please see comments in response to Question 7.29 below. 

Question: 7.27 Options for Development 

Response :   

a) SOME 1 Bancombe Road – Somerton TC accepts the Option. The Planning 

Committee recently accepted a specific mixed application from Somerton 

Business Park covering part of this area, which has been granted. 

Applications for the rest of the area are expected. 

b) SOME 2  Cartway Lane – Somerton TC accepts the Option for a further 105 

dwellings on Cartway Lane subject to satifactory drainage and road 

infrastructure. 

c) SOME 3 Land West of St Cleers Orchard. In principle Somerton TC accepts 

the option for a further 135 dwellings but has serious concerns about road 

access to the development and about drainage. So Somerton TSCs support in 

detail is dependent on a more positive approach to infrastructure than has 

been evident in the past 10 years. 
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d) SOME 4 Bancombe Road Trading Estate West. Somerton TC is in favour of 

increasing the area of employment land near the town. The expansion of the 

Somerton Business Park is welcomed in principle and in particular as in 

SOME 1 above. However the Somerton Business Park has only one access 

spine road. As the size of the Park increases this may become increasingly 

inadequate from an emergency access and traffic point of view. So Somerton 

TC accepts the Option in principle but would like to see attention given to 

improvements to road access. Somerton TC prefers the Business Park to 

extend to the West over the alternative of housing; because road access to 

housing could only be via the Business Park spine road and that it seen as 

unacceptable. We have proposed under infrastructure SOME 1 an extra road 

to the West but again this precludes residential as it is intended to service the 

SBP. 

 

. 

Question. 7.29 – In addition to the infrastructure detailed above ( in the Local Plan) are 

there any other infrastructure requests for Somerton?  

Response; The comments in 7.183 and 7.186 are qualitative and show a lack of hearing and 

understanding about the comments on infrastructure made by both individuals and Somerton 

Town Council on specific planning applications over the past 10 years. We are told in 7.186 

that “ relevant infrastructure providers are being consulted” and “any additional infrastructure 

requirement to meet future growth will be identified”  

Somerton TC interprets this to mean that as in the past there will be no infrastructure spending 

in advance of development and that nothing whatsoever will be done until a problem arises. 

This position is simply not acceptable. It can take time for infrastructure to be designed, 

planned approved and put in place. For example the two Somerton Junior Schools cannot be 

expanded on the two sites currently occupied. The developments may well result in many 

more children requiring local education. There has to be a case for a new school built in 

advance of the extra children arriving, not 5 or more years after this happens. 

Somerton TC has specific concerns about the infrastructure proposals as follows: 

a) SOME 1 Bancombe Road. There should be no new access road to Somerton 

Business Park east of the existing entrance by Avalon Sciences. The most 

recent application from SBP accepted this. However Somerton TC would 

welcome an emergency access track from Bancombe Road along the Eastern 

edge of Somerton Business Park as expanded. There could be an additional 

entrance to SBP from the Cartway Lane/ Bancombe Road roundabout in the 

direction of the building currently occupied by Higos and continuing to the 

proposed Western extension; this would reduce pressure on the SBP spine 

road. Somerton TC would regard the new entrance to the Bovis Development 

as also providing access to the further residential development between the 
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emergency track and the current Bovis development; but this should not be 

allowed to link with the SBP itself.  

b) SOME 2 Cartway Lane. With further residential development along it, and 

increased traffic with the closure of the Eastern end of Bancombe Road  STC 

considers it essential that Cartway Lane be widened to a uniform standard 

consistent with HGV use and provided with a footpath on its east side not the 

piecemeal approach as currently granted. If residential development is granted 

on the west side of the lane this should benefit from footpaths and a pedestrian 

crossing.  

c) SOME 3 Land West of St Cleers Orchard. Somerton TC identifies 2 key 

problems, drainage and road access. The Railway line built in 1904-6 acts as a 

drainage barrier and extra drainage through the embankment will be needed. 

When the line was surrounded by open fields these could absorb much water 

before flooding occurred. When they are built over run off must increase. This 

needs to be tackled BEFORE not after development. With regard to road 

access there are two possible access points from existing housing 

development. From the Bellway Estate and from St Cleers Orchard. The first 

is straightforward but demolition of a property in St Cleers Orchard would be 

required to give access. In both cases there is a problem of tortuous access via 

Gassons Lane.  Gassons Lane is not fit for purpose because although it is the 

only in town link between  Sutton Road and Langport Road it has one single 

carriageway section with blind corners. Also it is questionable whether extra 

traffic should be added to Sevenacres and St Cleers Orchard.  There surely 

has to be some limit on any westward extension of Somerton if accessed via 

narrow residential roads not designed for through traffic.  Back in 2008 

Somerton’s comment on the Local Plan concluded “ 

“We agree with the reasoning that the West is the best place for future development. However 

increased road congestion on Sutton Road and Gassons Lane might be alleviated if there were 

to be a new road from the Cartway Lane/Langport Road junction  to ( roughly )  Melbury 

South Hill. Generally in Somerton as in other communities  there needs to be attention to 

infrastructure.” Somerton TC (ten years later) thinks  SOME 3 could best be  accessed off 

Langport Road rather than by adding to the current roads muddle. Again this requires 

infrastructure BEFORE development  

d) SOME 4 Bancombe Road Trading Estate. As mentioned above Somerton 

Town Council has concerns about access to the Estate and has made 

proposals for Emergency Access and a possible second access Road to the 

Estate itself. 

 

 

Cllr David J Harrison 
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